The problem of approximating smooth L p -functions from spaces spanned by the integer translates of a radially symmetric function is very well understood. In case the points of translation, , are scattered throughout R d , the approximation problem is only well understood in the stationary" setting. In this work, we provide lower bounds on the obtainable approximation orders in the non-stationary" setting under the assumption that is a small perturbation of Z d . The functions which w e can approximate belong to certain Besov spaces. Our results, which are similar in many respects to the known results for the case = Z d , apply speci cally to the examples of the Gauss kernel and the Generalized Multiquadric.
Here, N := f1; 2; 3; : : : g and Z + := f0; 1; 2; : : : g. The area of Radial Basis Functions encompasses many practical as well as theoretical issues; for a recent survey the reader is referred to 8 see also 12 , 22 . In this paper we are concerned only with the issue of approximation. Jackson and Buhmann made the simplifying assumption = Z d in their initial investigations cf. 17 , 6 , 7 . These initial investigations were followed by others working also under the assumption = Z d namely, 13 , 9 , 5 , 2 , 4 , 23 , 18 , 19 until the simpli ed problem was very well understood. In order to describe these results, we need a few more de nitions. The space S ; can be re ned by dilation obtaining S h ; : =fs=h : s 2 S ; g:
Or in other words, S h ; is the closure, in CR d , of the span of the h-translates of =h. It is hoped that a smooth function f can be approximated better and better from S h ; a sh ! 0. In the literature, this is usually quanti ed by notions of approximation The notion of`su ciently smooth' should at least include all compactly supported C 1 functions. We describe now t wo of the major themes which developed from the above scheme can be converted into a scheme for approximation from the ladder S h ; h . Under certain circumstances, it was shown that the latter scheme provides L 1 -approximation of order if the former did. Their results apply primarily to functions for which b jj ,k near 0 for some k . In particular, it was shown that the results of 10 could be obtained by converting the stationary schemes detailed in the paper 13 into the scheme of 10 via a v ariant of the general conversion method of 14 D whose support is contained in . All derivatives and supports of functions are to be understood as distributional. We employ the convention that 0 times anything is 0; in particular, 0=0 : = 0 . We use the symbol const to denote generic constants, always understood to be a real value in the interval 0 : : 1 that depends only on its speci ed arguments. Further, the value of const may c hange with each occurrence. When using the scaling parameter h, a s i n S h h ; h , it is assumed without further mention that h 2 0 : : h 0 for some h 0 2 0 : : 1 . Lastly, w e employ the standard notation dte to denote the least integer which i s t.
Preliminaries
In order to make precise the notion, L p -approximation of order ", we need to specify which functions f 2 L p are su ciently smooth. This will be the Besov space B ;1 p which we n o w de ne. Let Another scenario where Theorem 5.8 can be applied is described in the following result. Theorem 3.7 applies, for example, to the exponentially decaying function = jj ,d=2 K ,d=2 jj whose Fourier transform is a constant times 1 + jj 2 , =2 . Furthermore, if we m ultiply this function by a radially symmetric 2 D n 0, then Theorem 3.7 applies to the resultant compactly supported function = jj ,d=2 K ,d=2 jj provided has a nonnegative F ourier transform. Regarding the applicability of Theorem 3.7 to Wendland's compactly supported radial functions d;k , it is easy to derive from 25 that for d odd, if is chosen to satisfy condition i, then condition ii necessarily fails. One expects the same in the case d even, but this has yet to be proven.
Some Useful Lemmata
In this section we gather some technical lemmata which will be used in the following section. The following lemma shows that a weighted`p-norm is dominated by its corresponding weighted L p -norm for band-limited functions with a xed band. The following result allows us to work with a non-harmonic Fourier series in a way similar to that of the standard Fourier series provided that the frequencies in our nonharmonic Fourier series are a su ciently small perturbation of Z d . W e state the result in slightly more generality than needed only to suggest a useful formulation of the problem. The context in which w e will actually use the lemma is mentioned in the forthcoming remark. We mention that a similar result can be derived from the results of 15 . The foundation of our approach might w ell be called approximation by replacement. Since the structure of S h h ; is irrelevant to this technique, we will, for the moment, simply assume that S h h20:: h 0 is a family of closed subspaces of CR d these will eventually correspond to S h ; , and we de ne as usual We n o w state the theorem which provides the foundation of our approach. Returning to our original concern of approximation from S h h ; w e h a ve the following which is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3 with S r := S r ; . Taking the in mum over all appropriate completes the proof. The following string of lemmata will be used to prove Theorem 3.1 at the end of this section. constd; n; " k1+jj n k L p constd; n; " kb k W n q R d ;
by the extended Hausdor -Young Theorem. Put := supp . Then kb k W n q R d n0 constd; n; "; kFjjk W n q n0 constd; n; "; max 
as`! 0. . In view of 6.8, in order to prove 6.7, it su ces to show that F j G k,j is bounded by the right side of 6.7 for all j = 0 ; 1; : : :; k ,1.
For j = 0 w e h a ve F G k = G k G ",k ",k which is bounded by the right side of 6.7. For 1 j k , 1, we employ the induction hypothesis to write F j G k,j constd; ; " ; Proof of Theorem 3. The relevance of this de nition to Theorem 3.7 is that the function is , admissable while the function 1= is admissable. 
